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Abstract. The short-lived active region (AR) NOAA 7968 was thoroughly observed all along its disk transit (June 3 to 10, 1996)
from space and from the ground. During the early stage of its evolution, flux emerged in between the two main polarities and
arch filament systems (AFS) were observed to be linked to this emergence. New bipoles and a related surge were observed on
June 9. We have modeled the magnetic configuration of AR 7968 using a magnetohydrostatic approach and we have analyzed
its topology on June 6 and June 9 in detail. We have found that some of the AFS and the surge were associated with field
lines having dips tangent to the photosphere (the so called “bald patches”, BPs). Two interacting BP separatrices, defining a
separator, have been identified in the configuration where these very dierent events occurred. The observed evolution of the
AFS and the surge is consistent with the expected results of magnetic reconnection occuring in this magnetic topology, which
is specific to 3D configurations. Previously BPs have been found to be related to filament feet, small flares and transition region
brightenings. Our results are evidence of the importance of BPs in a much wider range of phenomena, and show that current
layers can be formed and eciently dissipated in the chromosphere.
Key words. magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – methods: miscellaneous – Sun: activity – Sun: chromosphere –
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1. Introduction
Under typical coronal conditions the magnetic field is force-
free and frozen into the plasma almost everywhere in solar ac-
tive regions. Separatrix surfaces or separatrices are an excep-
tion where current layers may be formed. Apart from the case
in which magnetic nulls are present in the corona, separatrices
can only appear in a magnetic volume when some field lines are
tangentially touching the boundary (i.e. the photosphere). This
can happen along portions of the inversion line for the com-
ponent of the magnetic field normal to this boundary. These
portions are the so-called “bald patches” or BPs (Titov et al.
1993). Above a BP the field lines are curved up, and the hor-
izontal component of the magnetic field (the one on the pho-
tospheric plane) crosses the inversion line from the negative to
the positive polarity, i.e. in the opposite way as compared to the
normal portions of this line. The criterion for the existence of
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BPs was first given by Seehafer (1986), and in more detail by
Titov et al. (1993).
BPs are interesting topological features for several reasons.
They define separatrices where current layers can develop (see
e.g. Low & Wolfson 1988; Vekstein et al. 1991; Aly & Amari
1997). The separatrices starting at two distinct BPs may inter-
sect defining a topologically special field line, called separator,
where magnetic reconnection is quite plausible (Bungey et al.
1996). In this aspect BPs are important since, contrary to the
traditional definition, such separator does not connect two null
points. Besides, during the evolution of some magnetic config-
urations, BPs may be precursors of the emergence of a null
point in the coronal field (Bungey et al. 1996), being again
associated with reconnection processes. Furthermore, BPs are
thought to be the locations where chromospheric material can
be lifted up and, so, they can be also linked to processes occur-
ring in prominences (Titov et al. 1993; Aulanier & De´moulin
1998). Recently, Titov & De´moulin (1999) extended previous
studies on BPs to a non-linear force-free magnetic configura-
tion representing a twisted flux tube.
There is some evidence of the presence of BPs
in flares, the first examples were given implicitly by
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Seehafer & Staude (1980) and Seehafer (1985). Aulanier et al.
(1998a) found a close correspondence between the BP sep-
aratrices and the H and X-ray emissions in a small flare;
Delanne´e & Aulanier (1999) studied a flare associated with
BPs, which could have been the origin of a coronal mass ejec-
tion. More recently, Fletcher et al. (2001) found that transition
region brightenings associated with BPs had abundances close
to photospheric values.
AR NOAA 7968 was the target of a special coordinated
observing campaign (Joint Observing Program, JOP 17) in-
volving the instruments aboard the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SoHO), Yohkoh, and ground-based observatories.
This AR was relatively short-lived and, thus, it was observed
from its birth to its decay phase (Deng et al. 1999). In this work
we analyze two dierent kinds of events that imply the intru-
sion of chromospheric plasma into the corona: the formation of
Arch Filament System (AFS) and surges.
Emergence of flux is frequently observed in the solar at-
mosphere. This emergence, when large enough, can give rise
to the formation of active regions (ARs). In the early phase of
its evolution, an AR is characterized at chromospheric level by
the presence of very low and dark filaments, the AFS. These
systems can be observed over several days, while the individ-
ual arches last only a few tens of minutes. As the flux emerges,
new arches are formed while the older ones expand in the atmo-
sphere (Alissandrakis et al. 1990). On the other hand, hot loops
are observed overlaying the AFS at coronal heights (Malherbe
et al. 1998 and references therein). We describe here the evo-
lution of some individual arches observed in H during the
growth of AR 7968 (June 6, 1996) and, comparing them to ex-
trapolated magnetic field lines, we discuss their evolution in
terms of the topological changes in the magnetic field.
The physical mechanisms, that are involved in chromo-
spheric mass ejections called surges, are not clearly under-
stood. The surge may be driven by a high pressure gradient in
a magnetic tube, as first proposed by Steinolfson et al. (1979)
or it may be due to magnetic energy release through reconnec-
tion (Heyvaerts et al. 1977; Shibata et al. 1992). Rust (1968)
found an observational relationship between AFS and surges.
Kurokawa & Kawai (1993) showed that H surges are seen
in the early stages of flux emergence, and concluded that they
are produced by magnetic reconnection between the emerg-
ing flux region and the pre-existing surrounding field (see also
Schmieder et al. 1996). Canfield et al. (1996) followed the same
ideas to propose a phenomenological model to explain surges
and X-ray jets in an AR. We discuss here the origin of a surge
which was observed on June 9, 1996, in AR 7968. The topo-
logical analysis of the magnetic configuration suggests that the
surge is driven by magnetic reconnection, but unlike the exam-
ples just mentioned energy release seems to be linked to the
presence of a separator created by the interaction of two BPs.
In Sect. 2, we list the observations included in the present
analysis and we describe briefly the approach used to model
the observed magnetic field. After this, we present the chromo-
spheric events: the AFS, in Sect. 3, and the surge, in Sect. 4.
We describe their characteristics in Sects. 3.1 and 4.1, and we
explain their evolution in terms of the topology of the magnetic
field in Sects. 3.3, 3.4, and 4.2, respectively. Finally, we discuss
our results and conclude (Sect. 5). Preliminary results of this
work have been published in Mandrini et al. (1999a, 1999b).
2. The observations and the magnetic field model
2.1. The data
NOAA AR 7968 appeared on June 3, 1996, and was observed
to decay 5 days later, on June 9. The full set of multi-
wavelength observations obtained during the AR disk passage
have been described in detail by Deng et al. (1999). For the
present study we have used data from the Michelson Doppler
Imager (SoHO/MDI), together with H filtergrams and veloc-
ity maps.
The SoHO/MDI observations of this region consist of full
disk longitudinal magnetograms taken with a time cadence of
96 min. The spatial resolution is 1.9600 (Scherrer et al. 1995).
The noise threshold is 10 G, which is reduced to 5 G integrat-
ing several magnetograms along 5 min. Because of problems in
the telemetry, some of the images have stripes with no data. We
have used only those which had a small number of missing pix-
els to extrapolate the magnetic field. These data were replaced
by interpolating between neighboring values.
H filtergrams were taken with the Large Coronagraph at
Bialko´w Observatory (Poland) with a cadence of less than one
hour. The available data cover around ten hours per day on
June 6 and June 7. The FWHM of the filter is 0.5 Å and the
field of view is 5.830  3:670. The pixel size is 0.43300 and the
spatial resolution is less than 100.
H observations were also obtained at Bialko´w using the
Multi-Channel Subtractive Double Pass (MSDP) spectrograph
(Mein 1991) on June 9. This instrument provides simultane-
ously 2D data at nine spectral positions covering the H line
profile, with a field of view of up to 4100  32500. The H pro-
files were reconstructed for each pixel of the region using spline
functions. The quiet regions are used to define a mean profile,
which is taken as the reference profile; its line centre wave-
length, 0, defines with a good approximation the line centre
for the static plasma. The Dopplershift is computed considering
the displacement of the bisector of the line profile with respect
to the 0 reference wavelength (chord method). Intensity maps,
I(), were computed using the MSDP data to simulate filter-
like data at fixed wavelengths (0). The dierence of these
intensity maps in blue and red wings (I(0 − ) − I(0 + ))
provides qualitative information on the plasma motions along
the line of sight. For qualitative analysis, we have used the just
mentioned dierence because the contrast is better than the one
in Dopplershift maps. For quantitative results we have used the
Dopplershifts obtained with the chord method.
2.2. Brief description of the photospheric evolution
AR 7968 appeared on the disk on June 3 as a negative po-
larity spot in a bipolar facular region. By June 5, the area of
the spot was increasing and several small positive spots ap-
peared and were seen to follow it. These positive spots gathered
forming a mainly bipolar AR with an inversion line heading in
the North-South direction. Along June 6, positive and negative
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Fig. 1. The photospheric line of sight component of the magnetic field in AR 7968 during June 6. Sections of MDI full disk observations taken
at: a) 06:28 UT, b) 11:16 UT, c) 16:04 UT and d) 22:28 UT. North is up and West is to the right in this and following figures (unless indicated
dierently). The data represented in grey scale are saturated above/below 500 G/−1300 G, the isocontours correspond to 40, 100 and 500 G
(positive/negative values are shown with continuous/dashed lines). The horizontal and vertical axis (x; y) are in Mm.
fluxes emerged continuously in between the strongest polari-
ties (Fig. 1) in such a way that, by the end of the day, part of
the AR inversion line was oriented in the East-West direction.
At the same time some small opposite polarities were observed
cancelling.
After the continuous and fast flux emergence on June 6, the
total positive and negative fluxes grew at a slower rate during
June 7 and June 8. By June 9, the AR magnetic flux started
to decrease. Figure 2a shows the line of sight magnetic field
as observed on June 8, while Figs. 2b–d depict the evolution
of the field during June 9. A new negative flux concentration
appeared at the South of the main positive polarity, this region
was accompanied by a positive zone having a lower magnetic
field intensity (located at 25 Mm to the South of the nega-
tive polarity). AR 7968 reached the West limb on June 11 and
died while being unseen. This region was characterized by a
very low level of activity along its life time, only small X-ray
(class B) flares and surge ejections occurred during its transit
across the solar disk.
2.3. Modelling the magnetic field
To investigate the relation between the evolution of the mag-
netic field and the morphological changes at chromospheric
level, we have modeled the field of AR 7968. We have extrapo-
lated the observed line of sight component of the photospheric
field to the corona using a linear magnetohydrostatic (LMHS)
approximation, which is appropriate in our case because the
plasma velocity is in general much smaller than the Alfve´n
speed. A complete description of the equations governing the
MHS equilibrium (Low 1991, 1992), and of the numerical ap-
proach followed to solve them can be found in Aulanier et al.
(1998a) and Fletcher et al. (2001). In a cartesian (x, y, z) sys-
tem of coordinates, where the z axis is chosen to be normal to
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Fig. 2. The line of sight component of the magnetic field during June 8 and June 9. AR 7968 as observed with MDI at: a) 01:40 UT on June 8,
and b) 01:40 UT, c) 04:52 UT and d) 08:40 UT on June 9. The data in grey scale are saturated above/below 700 G/−1200 G, the isocontours
correspond to 20, 100 and 500 G with the same convention as in Fig. 1. The thick black line in d) shows the inversion line between the
negative (above) and positive (below) polarities of the new bipole (see Sect. 2.2).
the photosphere and z = 0 at the photospheric level, we arrive
to the following equation:
∇  B = B + f (z)∇Bz  uz (1)
where  is supposed to be a constant, as in the linear force-free
approximation, and f (z) = a exp(−z=H). The interaction be-
tween the magnetic field and the plasma is taken into account
through f (z). The parameter a is the ratio between the plasma
pressure depletion and the magnetic pressure, B2z=20 (see ref-
erences above). The vertical extension of the influence of the
plasma is given by the scale-height H. Low (1992) showed that
in some cases H can be equal or close to an isothermal pressure
scale-height. Here, we take H = 2 Mm as a typical scale-height
for the chromosphere, and we choose a = 1, which is its largest
possible value (see the discussion in Aulanier et al. 1998a).
Given a and H, the model depends only on the free pa-
rameter . We have selected the value of  in such a way that
the computed coronal field lines match the shape of the loops
observed with the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope
(SoHO/EIT) in 195 Å (see Deng et al. 1999). We have used
SoHO/EIT images at times close to the MDI magnetograms
to determine the value of . The best fit on June 6 and 7 was
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Fig. 3. Evolution of AR 7968 as observed in H on June 6–7, 1996 (filtergrams in H line center, see Sect. 2.1). Notice the changes, marked
with arrows (see text), observed in the central dark arches from 06:52:24 UT to 07:59:18 UT and from 12:52:11 UT to 14:48:26 UT. The field
of view is the same as in Fig. 1.
found for  = −0:0063 Mm−1, indicating that the configuration
is close to potential. For June 9 the global magnetic configura-
tion of AR 7968 is best represented by  = 0.
3. The dark arches in the early phase of AR 7968
3.1. Evolution of the arches
The evolution of the photospheric field (Fig. 1) is followed at
the chromospheric level by visible changes in heavily absorb-
ing arches or AFS. Figure 3 shows the evolution in H as ob-
served at Bialko´w Observatory. We have identified several ex-
amples along June 6 during which single short fibrils evolve
into longer and darker ones. In other cases, two AFSs or fibrils
evolve into a single group of chromospheric dark arches. We
select two examples of the just described behavior in Fig. 3.
In the first one, two short arches join either the positive or the
negative portion of the new emerging flux to the preceding and
following main spots. These two arches evolve in a longer and
darker one. This can be seen when comparing the image at
06:52:24 UT with the one at 07:59:18 UT (arrows in Fig. 3
at those times). In the second example, a short arch joining
new positive and negative flux elongates in the same direction
and becomes darker, compare the image at 12:52:11 UT with
those at 13:54:13 UT and 14:48:26 UT (arrow in Fig. 3 at those
times).
Clearly many topological rearrangements have taken place
in the chromosphere during this dynamic period. By June 7,
flux emergence in between the two main spots has significantly
decreased and the H image presents the familiar picture of
long magnetic flux tubes anchored in opposite polarity regions
(Alissandrakis et al. 1990; Georgakilas et al. 1990; Mein et al.
1996 and references therein), roughly parallel to the major axis
of the region (see the last image in Fig. 3). All along this period
the AR was overlaid by hot coronal loops seen in images taken
with SoHO/EIT and the Soft X-ray Telescope (Yohkoh/SXT)
(see Deng et al. 1999). Unluckily, MSDP images are not avail-
able for this early phase; therefore, we cannot follow plasma
motions in the dark arches.
3.2. Classical model
The emergence of flux at the photosphere has often been asso-
ciated with the observations of AFS at the chromospheric level
(e.g. Chou & Zirin 1988; Alissandrakis et al. 1990; Tsiropoula
et al. 1992 and references therein). These observations show
H blue-shifts at the top of the AFS, while red-shifts are seen
along their legs; this indicates that the cold plasma moves up
in the central part and flows down at the footpoints. AFS are
then interpreted as classical Ω loops which ascend into the at-
mosphere as the new flux emerges (see e.g. Georgakilas et al.
1990; Mein et al. 1996). During the emergence, the cold ma-
terial inside the magnetic loops looses gravitational equilib-
rium and flows away along both legs, as in the so-called “leaky
bucket” model (Schmieder et al. 1991).
The aim of this work is not to challenge the above well
established facts, but rather to analyze examples that are
more complex than this standard view. Indeed, part of the
observed AFSs in AR 7968 fit well in this classical view.
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Fig. 4. Observations and models of AR 7968 on June 6. Panels on the left correspond to the MDI magnetogram taken at 06:28 UT, while the
ones on the right to the magnetogram taken at 11:16 UT. Top panels show the H images at 07:59:18 UT and at 14:48:26 UT (see Fig. 3) and
the 40 G isocontours of MDI. The locations of the BPs associated with some of the observed AFS are shown in the central panels; while in
the bottom panels we have drawn field lines, issued from the BPs, whose shapes follow the shapes of the AFS. Field lines representing fibrils
not related to BPs have also been plotted. The conventions for the field and axis are the same as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 5. A sketch of the evolution of the dark chromospheric arches
associated with BPs. The magnetogram shown is the one taken at
11:16 UT on June 6 and the BP, which is shown as a dark thick line
on the photospheric plane, is the one found at that time (see Fig. 4,
right column). a) Chromospheric plasma accumulates in the curved
upward portion of the field lines at BPs. Emergence of the AFS (as
shown by the large arrows) at both sides of the BP favors the lift up of
the plasma. b) As the dip becomes flatter, plasma can flow along the
field lines (as shown by the small arrows) forming the elongated dark
arches. Magnetic reconnection is also expected to occur along the sep-
aratrix associated with the BP because of photospheric motions, this
favors the transition from the configuration in a) to the one in b) (see
Sect. 3.3).
One example is shown in the left column of Fig. 4: the top
AFS (very dark on the top-left panel) is approximately repro-
duced by the computed field lines (shown on the bottom-left
panel). These field lines are arch-like, i.e. as in the standard
view. However, we cannot confirm the classical blue/red shifted
pattern of AFS since, as mentioned above, no MSDP observa-
tions are available at the time of flux emergence for AR 7968.
The magnetic field model allows us also to fit the H fibrils
around the sunspot (see several examples in Fig. 4). All these
fibrils have a typical arch-like (or loop-like) shape, as classi-
cally proposed based on observations and incorporated in fibril
models; however, the flow pattern is dierent from that in AFS,
it is a siphon flow (see e.g. Thomas 1988; Surlantzis et al. 1994,
and references therein).
The examples presented above show that our model of the
magnetic field is able to reproduce the standard magnetic con-
figurations for the observed arch-like H features. However,
some of the H features are not arch-like and, thus, they have
non-classical magnetic configurations. It is important to notice
that this is unlikely to be a special characteristic of our mag-
netic extrapolation. In particular, the BPs found (and shown in
Figs. 4, 6 and 8) are also present in a potential magnetic field
model of the AR (i.e. without electric currents,  = 0, and
without plasma forces, a = 0). As the eect of the presence
of the plasma (represented by the value of a) is increased, the
spatial extension of the BPs and of their associated separatrices
slightly increases. For a  1 we just find a better agreement
between the computed field lines and the observations, as it
was obtained before in very dierent contexts, e.g. for filament
fine structures (Aulanier et al. 1998b), a small low lying flare
(Aulanier et al. 1998a), and UV brightenings (Fletcher et al.
2001). In what follows, we present only the non-standard mag-
netic configurations found.
3.3. AFS with one BP
BPs are places where relatively cold material can be supported
(Titov et al. 1993; Aulanier & De´moulin 1998), so their lo-
cations, and related portion of the field lines, are likely to be
observed as dark regions in H. We have computed the loca-
tion of BPs for the magnetic field model on June 6. Figures 4
(central panels) show the locations of BPs for the magnetic
field at 06:28 UT and 11:16 UT. Several field lines issued from
these BPs have been drawn in the bottom figures. It can be
seen that the shapes of these lines are in good agreement with
some of the dark arches observed in the top H images. The
peculiar shape of the AFS shown in the left column is partially
reproduced; the magnetic model fails to represent its full ex-
tension towards the left, probably because of the presence of
local electric currents, which are not taken into account in the
extrapolation.
The simplest mechanism through which the short arches
(observed at 06:52:24 UT and at 12:52:11 UT) could evolve in
darker elongated structures is the upward motion of the mag-
netic loops, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Dense material can be ac-
cumulated in the dipped portions of the field lines. As they
move up in the atmosphere, because of the continuous flux
emergence observed during this period, the dips would become
more shallow and the plasma could flow along the field lines
resulting in the formation of longer arches. This mechanism is
similar to the one proposed by Spruit et al. (1987) for the emer-
gence of U-loops at the photospheric level, but taking place in
the lower chromosphere (see also Low & Hundhausen 1995;
Rust & Kumar 1994). Deng et al. (2000) have recently inter-
preted the formation of long dark AFS in H in a similar way,
though no magnetic field topology analysis has been done in
this case. The main problem with this mechanism is that it sup-
poses that the magnetic force is strong enough to overcome the
gravity force, which is not obvious below the middle chromo-
sphere (see e.g. Spruit et al. 1987; Titov et al. 1993).
The above problem of mass loading in ideal MHD can
be solved by the following mechanism. As the arches evolve
because of photospheric changes, magnetic reconnection is
expected to occur along the separatrices associated with the
BP. Several authors have discussed the possibilities for the
formation of current sheets in BP configurations during a
quasi-static evolution driven by photospheric motions (see
Titov & De´moulin 1999, for a discussion). For example,
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in configurations invariant by translation shearing motions will
induce the development of a current sheet along the separatri-
ces, while photospheric motions converging towards the inver-
sion line will favor the formation of a nearly vertical current
sheet (see e.g. Fig. 1 in Titov et al. 1993). Due to the reconnec-
tion process occurring in the sheet, part of the plasma can be
compressed and injected into new and longer field lines, while a
large amount can escape downward (see e.g. Low 1996). Then,
magnetic reconnection is thought to be able to progressively
remove the chromospheric anchorage associated with the pres-
ence of very dense plasma in magnetic dips (but a detailed
model is still missing). Furthermore, as a fraction of the plasma
goes in the upward reconnected field lines, the lighter plasma
kept in the dips can be accelerated upward by the magnetic ten-
sion. Our observations of the evolution of the H arches also
agree with this view.
3.4. AFS with two interacting BPs
The magnetic topology associated with the AFS can even be
more complex than the one described above with only one BP.
The BP shown in the left column of Fig. 4 is indeed formed
by two BPs (see Bungey et al. 1996 for the description of the
splitting of one BP into two BPs). Figure 6 (top) shows a lo-
cal zoom of Fig. 4 (left-central panel) centred on the split BP
(which we now call BP1 and BP2). The magnetic topology is
complex since the separatrices, issued from both BPs, intersect
in a line called the separator. A set of field lines rooted in each
BP is added to outline the BP separatrices. 3D figures of the
same sets of lines from a dierent point of view are shown in
the two central panels. These field lines (see top panel) follow
the shape of the observed H feature presented in Fig. 3 at
06:52:24 UT (left top).
We propose that the topology of the magnetic field and the
physical evolution associated with it (magnetic reconnection at
the separator), as described by Bungey et al. (1996), explain
well our observations. Photospheric motions force the mag-
netic configuration to evolve. Because of a complex topology
and a high magnetic Reynolds number, this implies first the
formation of a current layer; in particular, at the separator loca-
tion. Magnetic reconnection will occur when this current layer
becomes resistively unstable. Field lines close to the separa-
tor (see Fig. 6) become closer and reconnect; then, the dense
plasma would be compressed in the reconnection region and
pushed into the reconnected field lines. The bottom panel of
Fig. 6 shows a sketch of one pair of reconnected field lines.
The lower reconnected field lines are so small and low-lying
(then at least partially covered by the upper ones) that they are
unlikely to be observed. Rather what is mainly observed is the
set of long reconnected lines.
We may expect to observe some evidence of heating in
the SoHO/EIT and Yohkoh/SXT loops (Deng et al. 1999) over-
laying the region during the reconnection processes described
above. Energy release is also expected to occur in secondary
reconnections, which are induced after the main reconnection
phase and are necessary for the relaxation of the magnetic field
(see e.g. Karpen et al. 1998 for a 2.5D numerical simulation
Fig. 6. Model of AR 7968 at 06:28 UT. Top panel shows the location
of BPs (thick continuous grey lines) and of the intersection of the asso-
ciated separatrices with the photosphere (thin continuous grey lines),
some field lines (thin black lines) matching the shape of the observed
dark arches are added. The two central panels correspond to the set
of lines shown above separated in those associated with BP1 and BP2
(for a better presentation the vertical height (z) has been multiplied by
a factor 10 and the view point is dierent from the one used in the
top panel). As the field evolves, reconnection between these field lines
will occur. The bottom panel shows a sketch of two field lines after
reconnection, the longer one represents an elongated fibril, the shorter
one would stay below (and is likely to remain unobserved).
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of an X-type configuration). Figures 2 and 4 in Deng et al.
(1999) show that the core of AR 7968 was brighter in sev-
eral SoHO/EIT bands, this is likely an eect of higher den-
sity at the corresponding temperatures. In Figs. 3 and 5 of the
same paper it was shown that very few pixels in the core of
the AR have a temperature slightly higher than the average of
2:5106 K, estimated for the full AR; so, no important temper-
ature increase is observed during the early phase of flux emer-
gence in the AR. This can be a consequence of the location
of the reconnection region (lower chromosphere where dense
plasma is present) and the relatively low energy released (as
modeled by Litvinenko & Somov 1994). However, the increase
of the plasma density at a given temperature (more precisely
in a given wavelength interval) still requires an energy input
to heat this plasma from chromospheric temperature to around
106 K.
4. The surge on the late phase of AR 7968
4.1. The surge evolution
During June 9, both H filtergrams and velocity and intensity
maps were obtained at Bialko´w Observatory. On that day, when
the region was already decaying, at about 6:36 UT, a surge
was well-observed to the South of the main positive polarity
(Fig. 7a). The base of the surge was located towards the East
of an emerging region of negative flux. This flux concentra-
tion was already present six hours before the event (Fig. 2).
The surge extended over a positive flux concentration that had
also appeared on that day to the South of the negative one. No
flaring activity was observed at that time, only a small zone
of enhanced H brightness at the base of the surge (as is of-
ten the case, Schmieder et al. 1993). During the morning of
June 9, the negative polarity extends towards the positive one
(see Figs. 2b–d).
From almost the beginning of the event and until about
06:47 UT both red-shifts and blue-shifts could be simultane-
ously identified at well separated locations. The extension of
the blue-shift (white shading in Figs. 7b–d) region gradually
decreased with time and the surge became finally mainly red-
shifted (black shading in Figs. 7b–d). These red-shifts were
seen until 07:27 UT. Figures 7b–d show the evolution of the
H velocity maps during the surge, together with some inten-
sity contours. The location of the change from red-shifts into
blue-shifts lies close to the magnetic inversion line between the
two polarities of the new bipole (see Figs. 7b and c and com-
pare to Fig. 2d), taking into account that the inversion line is
shifted towards the positive pole (see the location of the BPs
in Fig. 8b). It is worth noting that the initial presence of both
red-shifts and blue-shifts is not at all the usual scenario. In the
standard case (e.g. Schmieder et al. 1996), blue-shifts are ob-
served at the beginning of a surge, followed by red-shifts as the
plasma flows back to the chromosphere.
The Dopplershifts calculated in H with the chord method
(see Sect. 2.1) indicate strong downward velocities of up to
10 km s−1, while the upflows are only of 1 km s−1 in the elon-
gated structures and can reach 3–4 km s−1 at the beginning of
the event. Strong asymmetries and a broadening of 25% far
away from the line center are present in the H profiles. This
can be interpreted invoking microturbulence or the existence
of emitters with dierent velocities along the line of sight. The
strong bump observed in the wings of the H line during the
surge can be indicative of higher velocities when using specific
techniques of cloud models. Using such a method, the veloci-
ties should be multiplied by approximately a factor 4 and could
reach up to 40 km s−1 (see also Schmieder et al. 1983, 1984).
Moreover, these velocities values correspond only to the line of
sight component and, due to an important projection eect (see
Fig. 9), the plasma velocity amplitude is expected to be higher.
4.2. BPs and the surge on June 9
After modelling the field, we have analyzed in detail its topol-
ogy in the neighourhood of the surge observed on June 9.
Figure 8b shows that two BPs (BP3 and BP4) are present in
between the new negative and positive polarities. These BPs
define two separatrix surfaces, their intersections with the pho-
tosphere is shown in the same figure. Figure 8a depicts a set of
field lines associated with BP3 and BP4, the shape of these field
lines is in good agreement with the observed surge (compare
this figure to Fig. 7a). The topology of the coronal magnetic
field is completely described by the two separatrix surfaces,
which have a quite complex shape. Moreover, these separatri-
ces intersect (at a separator) as in the magnetic configuration
described in Sect. 3.4. In Fig. 8c we have drawn the separator,
this particular line belongs to both separatrices and so touches
the inversion line twice at the location of BP3 and BP4 (see
Bungey et al. 1996).
The origin of surges has been in general associated with
magnetic reconnection between a new emerging flux region
and the pre-existing magnetic field (see references in Sect. 1).
The magnetic configuration is usually simplified to a 2D con-
figuration where magnetic reconnection takes place at an X
point.
In this particular case, our topological analysis suggests
that the event may be driven by magnetic reconnection occur-
ring at the separator created by the intersection of the separa-
trices associated with BP3 and BP4. This type of configuration
is intrinsically 3 dimensional and cannot be simplified to 2D
(the intersection of BP separatrices is not possible in 2D con-
figurations). The evolution of the photospheric field, mainly the
changes in the magnetic field intensity and the displacement of
the positive polarity to the South of the new negative flux (see
Fig. 2), might have started energy release by magnetic recon-
nection at the separator region (after a current layer was built up
there). In a way similar to the case of the chromospheric arches
observed at 06:52:24 UT on June 6 (see Sect. 3.4), the dense
plasma would be compressed at the reconnection region and
injected into the reconnected field lines forming the observed
surge. This dense plasma would then flow along the magnetic
field lines.
Magnetic field lines associated with BP3 and BP4 are very
asymmetric. The ones to the North of both BPs are low (with
a maximum height of 0.6 M derived from the extrapolation)
and extremely flat, while those to the South are more steep and
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Fig. 7. The surge observed on June 9 in AR 7968. a) Filtergram obtained at Bialko´w Observatory at 06:43 UT. The MDI magnetogram shown
in Fig. 2d has been overplotted (the convention for the isocontours is the same as in previous figures). Panels b)–d) show the maps of the
intensity dierences of the blue and red wings of the H line during the surge as observed by the MSDP at 06:35:36 UT, 06:40:39 UT and
06:47:03 UT, respectively. Black/white shading corresponds to plasma moving away/towards the observer. H line center intensity contours
have been superimposed.
higher (with a maximum height of 15 Mm). Taking into ac-
count this asymmetry and the observer’s point of view (see
Fig. 9), we expect to see red-shifts towards the northern por-
tion of the surge and blue-shifts towards its southern portion
during the early stages of the surge. Finally, we expect to ob-
serve red-shifts all along the reconnected loops as the plasma
which is not able to overpass the apex of the higher field lines
flows back to the chromosphere. This is indeed the evolution
observed.
We end this section comparing briefly our results with
some of the previously proposed models. In the surge model
by Canfield et al. (1996), simultaneous blue-shifts and red-
shifts are interpreted as an indication of an initial high twist
in the reconnecting magnetic fields (a torsional Alfve´n wave is
launched after reconnection distributing the initial twist more
uniformly in the reconnected field lines). This model presents
specific Doppler characteristics: blue-shifts and red-shifts are
located at both sides of the longer axis (or extension) of surge
(or they are both present at the same locations in unresolved
cases). In the case studied by us, the Doppler characteristics are
markedly dierent since the red-shifts and blue-shifts are spa-
tially separated along the surge (top portion and low portion) as
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Fig. 8. Magnetic field model of AR 7968. The model corresponds
to June 9, 08:40 UT, magnetogram. Panel a) shows a set of field
lines, issued from the BPs and matching the shape of the observed
surge. Panel b) depicts the locations of two BPs (called BP3 and BP4)
marked with thick grey continuous lines, together with the intersec-
tion of their associated separatrices with the photosphere (thin grey
continuous lines). Some field lines have been added (black continuous
lines). In panel c) the magnetic line of intersection between the two
separatrix surfaces, the separator, is drawn as a continuous black line
(for aesthetics the vertical height (z) has been multiplied by 17
p
z).
Panels a) and b) correspond to the observer’s point of view, while
panel c) is a dierent 3D view. The convention for the magnetic field
drawing is the same as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 9. A sketch of the evolution of the velocities in the surge on
June 9. The isocontours represent the June 9, 08:40 UT, magnetogram
(BPs and separatrices are added as reference). Panel a) corresponds
the early stages of the surge. A field line before reconnection is shown
with a black continuous thin line. During reconnection, chromospheric
plasma will be pushed out of the reconnection region and along the re-
connected lines (represented by the continuous black thick line above).
Because of the combination between the shape of the reconnected field
lines (lower and flatter towards the North, and higher and steeper to-
wards the South, see text) and the point of view (marked in the figure
by a large arrow), material will flow away from the observer in the
northern portion of the surge and towards the observer in its south-
ern portion (as indicated by the smaller arrows). Panel b) shows that,
as time proceeds, the plasma that could not overpass the apex of the
higher field lines will flow back towards the chromosphere (as shown
by the smaller arrows), see Sect. 4.2.
shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore, during June 9, the model of the
field matching better the observed loops is close to a potential
field without any evidence of twist. Indeed one of the models
that, to our knowledge, is the closest to our observations is the
MHD simulation of Karpen et al. (1998) where dense material
is accelerated at the reconnection site. The main dierence with
our case is the presence of an X-type (null) point in the initial
2D configuration. In our topological study, we find an intrinsi-
cally 3D configuration with a separator not defined by two null
points but by the separatrices of two BPs. The magnetic recon-
nection process associated with this BP separator is expected
to have similar characteristics to the simulation described in
Karpen et al., but clearly a detailed analysis is required for this
BP configuration.
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5. Conclusion
This study is focused on the analysis of chromospheric events,
evolution of dense AFS and a surge, which are dicult to un-
derstand considering the models developed so far. After mod-
elling the magnetic field of the AR, we find that these events
are related to the presence of BPs (Bald Patches, which are the
portion of magnetic dips tangent to the photosphere). These
BPs are stable topological features of the magnetic configura-
tion, since they are present both without or with electric cur-
rents and plasma forces (within the limits imposed by the ob-
servations to the magnetic field model). Both for an AFS and
a surge, we find that the separatrices defined by BPs intersect;
so, we have identified in both cases the presence of a separator
not associated with magnetic nulls. Such split BP topology was
first found theoretically by Bungey et al. (1996). 3D magnetic
reconnection is expected to occur at this separator, our obser-
vations support this view.
Both AFS and surge associated with the split BP topol-
ogy have particular characteristics. When the magnetic con-
figuration is not too asymmetric, so that both pre-reconnected
loops can be clearly seen, the initial configuration appears as
two classical AFSs that later on meet to form one elongated
dark H structure. The complexity of the magnetic configu-
ration makes the appearance of H structures more complex
than a single loop (or AFS). Moreover, because the plasma
is supported by the magnetic field (upward curvature of field
lines), such H structure is expected to be denser and of longer
duration than the classical AFS. The observations described
in this work agree with these expectations but further, more
systematic, observations are certainly needed. For the surge
case (as for some AFS) associated with the split BP topology,
the magnetic configuration is so asymmetric that the shape of
the H structure alone does not allow us to identify the pre-
reconnected loops. However, this type of surge has a marked
Dopplershift signature in its initial phase: it spatially changes
from red-shift to blue-shift along the surge.
We conclude that magnetic reconnection was at the origin
of the evolution observed in both AFS and surge associated
to the split BP topology. Magnetic reconnection is presently
known to be fast enough at photospheric and chromospheric
levels. The faster tearing mode grows with a time scale between
6 and 20 s (Sturrock 1999) and the Sweet-Parker mode is fast
enough to explain the observed flux cancellation rate in ARs
(Litvinenko & Martin 1999). As in the case of flares, we ex-
pect that the spatial location of the main reconnection site is
basically determined by the magnetic topology (with a proba-
ble dominant role of the separator, when it is present), because
the topology determines where current layers will be formed.
The upward jet from the reconnection region is likely to be seen
as an H surge (e.g. MHD simulation of Karpen et al. 1998) if
the magnetic tension force is strong enough compared to the
gravitational force, i.e. if the reconnection does not occur too
deep in the chromosphere. In the opposite case, no jet will be
formed, so we will not see a surge; this last case is more rele-
vant to our AFS observations.
Present results can be put in a broader context. Indeed
BPs have been found associated with filament feet (e.g.
Aulanier et al. 1998b), small flares (Seehafer 1985; Aulanier
et al. 1998a) and transition region brightenings (Fletcher et al.
2001). The AFS and surge studied in this paper simply enlarge
the list of low energy events that can be associated with the BP
topology. This topology is needed to explain the fine structures
of these events. However, we are not arguing that a BP con-
figuration is a generic case for AFS and surges, but rather, just
another possible configuration (as we have shown previously
was possible for UV brightenings and flares). We are indeed
only arguing that the magnetic topology, which leads to these
phenomena, is broader than what was thought previously and
that the BP topology is present in a subset of these events.
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